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Learning podcasts
Lengalia - Language and Culture

This learning website presents a number of high-quality podcasts that are organised
by level. The podcasts deal with a range of topics about Spanish and Latin American
culture and language.

PodcastsInSpanish - Dialogues with Native Speakers

In sequential units, this learning site provides high-quality podcasts made by native
speakers. The topics are diverse. The podcast is free, but for the transcript and followup exercises you will need to register.

Spanish Podcast - Read Along to Spanish Podcasts

On this site you can nd a large number of podcasts about many different topics. The
slow, clear pronunciation of the speaker and the transcript for each episode will allow
you to follow along and learn effectively.

Learn Spanish - Survival Guide

On this site you can nd various podcasts for practising different communication
situations in Spanish. Explanations and translations are provided in English.

Podcasts
Centro Virtual Cervantes - Dialogues and Debates

Centro Virtual Cervantes provides podcasts about various different topics, all in high
quality and with clear pronunciation. The colourful Spanish dialogues make listening
along and learning fun.

RTVE - News and Reports

On this site you can nd a list of all the podcasts from the public service broadcaster of
Spain. Choose your preferred category (News, Sports, Culture … ) and start improving
your Spanish skills in a relaxing way!

Cadena Ser - Huge Selection of Podcasts

Cadena Ser presents a large collection of podcasts organised by category. Choose a
topic and follow the link (or open it in a new window) to view all the podcast
episodes in that category.

SBS - News in Podcast Form

This extensive site provides a number of free podcasts for listening and downloading.
The content focusses mostly on world events and controversial topics. Read along
with the text to help your understanding.
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